Mfn2 is critical for brown adipose tissue thermogenic function
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Abstract

Mitochondrial fusion and fission events, collectively known as mitochondrial dynamics, act as quality control mechanisms to ensure mitochondrial function and fine-tune cellular bioenergetics. Defective mitofusin 2 (Mfn2) expression and enhanced mitochondrial fission in skeletal muscle are hallmarks of insulin-resistant states. Interestingly, Mfn2 is highly expressed in brown adipose tissue (BAT), yet its role remains unexplored. Using adipose-specific Mfn2 knockout (Mfn2-adKO) mice, we demonstrate that Mfn2, but not Mfn1, deficiency in BAT leads to a profound BAT dysfunction, associated with impaired respiratory capacity and a blunted response to adrenergic stimuli. Importantly, Mfn2 directly interacts with perilipin 1, facilitating the interaction between the mitochondria and the lipid droplet in response to adrenergic stimulation. Surprisingly, Mfn2-adKO mice were protected from high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance and hepatic steatosis. Altogether, these results demonstrate that Mfn2 is a mediator of mitochondria to lipid droplet interactions, influencing lipolytic processes and whole-body energy homeostasis.
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Introduction

Mitochondria occupy a central stage in cellular energy metabolism. Besides energy production, they play a major role in many cellular functions including apoptosis, cell proliferation, steriodogenesis, cellular signaling, and lipid metabolism. Mitochondria are dynamic and undergo architectural rearrangements through continuous fusion and fission cycles depending on environmental cues such as the nutritional status (for review, Zorzano et al., 2009). In mammals, mitochondrial dynamics are controlled by a few GTPase enzymes; namely, mitofusins 1 and 2 (Mfn1 and Mfn2) control outer mitochondrial membrane fusion, while optic atrophy 1 (OPA1) governs inner mitochondrial membrane fusion. Conversely, mitochondrial fission is controlled mainly by the dynamin-related protein-1 (Drp1) (Zorzano et al., 2009).

Mitochondrial dynamics are altered in insulin-resistant states in humans and rodents. Indeed, in skeletal muscle from obese and type 2 diabetic (T2D) patients the mitochondrial network is characterized by increased fission levels and reduced mitochondrial size (Kelley et al., 2002; Bach et al., 2003; Toledo et al., 2006), which is linked to a decrease in Mfn2 expression (Bach et al., 2003, 2005; Hernandez-Alvarez et al., 2010). In mice, the whole-body Mfn2 deficiency is lethal at mid-gestation due to impairment of placental function (Chen et al., 2003). However, transgenic mice with tissue-specific ablations of Mfn2 have unveiled the multiple metabolic roles of Mfn2 (Sebastian et al., 2012; Schneeberger et al., 2013). The liver-specific deletion of Mfn2 led to systemic metabolic abnormalities, such glucose intolerance and enhanced hepatic gluconeogenesis (Sebastian et al., 2012). In brain, POMC neuron-specific deletion of Mfn2 induced hyperphagia and obesity while reducing energy expenditure (Schneeberger et al., 2013). Many of these effects have been attributed to the ability of Mfn2 to mediate not only mitochondria–mitochondria contacts, but also to influence the interaction of mitochondria with other cellular membrane organelles. For example, Mfn2 has a critical role in the maintenance of mitochondria–endoplasmic reticulum (ER) interactions (de Brito & Scorrono, 2008; Cosson et al., 2012; Filadi et al., 2015), and ablation of Mfn2 triggered ER stress in virtually all models tested (Sebastian et al., 2012; Schneeberger et al., 2013).

Mfn2 expression is ubiquitous in mammalian tissues, albeit it finds its highest expression levels in tissues enriched in mitochondria, such as heart and the brown adipose tissue (BAT) (Bach et al., 2003). Recently, the BAT has gained significant attraction after its
regulated, and enhanced upon increased energy demand, such as transfer of FAs for beta-oxidation without moving long distance in Scow, 1983). This close connectivity would ensure the efficient adipocytes, and other tissues (Cushman, 1970; Blanchette-Mackie & mented the close apposition of LDs with mitochondria in the BAT, and heat production. Decades ago, several studies already docu- in the BAT, where triglycerides from the LDs are hydrolyzed into glycerol and fatty acids (FAs). These FAs then enter the mitochon- beacause of their lower oxygen consumption at 22°C. By contrast, Mfn2-adKO mice displayed a sharper decrease in body temperature during the test compared to control mice (Fig 1I). To further examine BAT thermogenic function in a more direct fashion, we next assessed non-shivering thermogenesis by measuring whole-body O2 consumption after β3-adrenergic stimulation in anesthetized mice. While Mfn2- adKO and control littermates showed similar O2 consumption rates at baseline, the increase in O2 consumption triggered by the specific β3-adrenergic receptor agonist CL326,243 (CL) was largely blunted in Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1J), further supporting deficient BAT thermogenesis. When a similar experiment was performed in mouse that were not housed at regular housing temperature (~22°C), but acclimated for a month at thermoneutrality (~30°C) in order to blunt BAT activity, there was no difference in O2 consumption either in the basal state or after CL injection between control and Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1K). The differential increase in CL-stimulated O2 consumption at 22°C and thermoneutrality testifies for adaptive non-shivering thermogenesis capacity by the BAT (Cannon & Neder- gaard, 2011), and was severely impaired in Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1L). Similar conclusions were reached when respirometry experiments were performed ex vivo in isolated mature brown adipocytes, as the response to CL was impaired by more than 60% in brown adipocytes from Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1M). All these tests demonstrate beyond doubt that Mfn2-adKO mice display a dramatic impairment in adaptive BAT thermogenic function.

To certify to which extent this phenotype was linked to mito-
chondrial fission, we generated Mfn1-adKO mice. Mfn1 is an essen-
tial protein for mitochondria fusion events. Accordingly, decreased Mfn1 function has been shown to trigger a profound shift in the fusion/fission balance, toward a dramatically fragmented mitochondrial network in most, if not all, cells and tissues tested to date (Chen et al, 2003; Park et al, 2008; Papanicolaou et al, 2012; Dietrich et al, 2013; Kulkarni et al, 2016). Further, While Mfn1 mRNA levels did not compensate for Mfn2 loss, we observed that Mfn1 protein slightly decreased in the BAT and WAT form Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig EV1A). However, Mfn1-adKO mice do not display differences in energy expenditure or in response to cold exposure (Fig EV1B and C). This certifies that the alterations observed in Mfn2-adKO mice are not simply due to enhanced mitochondrial fusion and prompted us to further explore the role of Mfn2 in adipose tissues.

**Mfn2-adKO BAT displays impaired lipolytic and mitochondrial functions**

The interscapular fat depot from Mfn2-adKO mice had a whiter appearance compared to control mice, suggesting higher fat accum-ulation in the BAT of these mice (Fig 2A). H&E stainings revealed an increase of the lipid droplets (LD) size in BAT from Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 2B). This led us to explore whether this abnormal lipi

**Results**

**Mfn2-adKO mice display thermogenic dysfunction**

We first generated adipose-specific Mfn2 knockout mice (Mfn2-adKO) by crossing Mfn2<sup>loxp/loxP</sup> mice, backcrossed to a C57BL/6 background, with mice expressing the Cre recombinase under the adiponectin promoter (Eguchi et al, 2011). This led to the specific disruption of Mfn2 mRNA and protein expression in brown and white adipose tissues (BAT and WAT, respectively), but not in any other tissue examined (Fig 1A and B). Importantly, while weakly expressed in all WAT depots tested, BAT was one of the highest Mfn2 expressing tissues among the panel analyzed (Fig 1B). Importantly, no compensation by Mfn1 was observed in Mfn2 defective tissues (Figs 1C and EV1).

On a LFD, Mfn2-adKO mice showed a tendency toward a higher body weight due to a slightly higher fat mass content (Fig 1D and E). Whereas subcutaneous and interscapular WAT depots were slightly bigger in Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice, other fat depots were not affected (data not shown). These differences were not due to changes in daily physical activity, as the activity of Mfn2-adKO mice did not differ from its control littermates (Fig 1F). Similarly, the higher fat mass could not be explained by enhanced food intake, as, actually, food intake was decreased in Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice (Fig 1G). Most likely, the slight differences in fat mass stem from the marked decreased energy expend-
titure observed during the light phase in Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1H). Given the role of BAT thermogenesis in whole-body energy expendi-
titure, we speculated that BAT thermogenic function might be affected by Mfn2 deficiency. To test this hypothesis, we first subjected mice to a 5-h cold exposure. While no differences in core body temperature were observed at baseline, Mfn2-adKO mice displayed a sharper decrease in body temperature during the test compared to control mice (Fig 1I). To further examine BAT thermogenic function in a more direct fashion, we next assessed non-shivering thermogenesis by measuring whole-body O2 consumption after β3-adrenergic stimulation in anesthetized mice. While Mfn2-adKO and control littermates showed similar O2 consumption rates at baseline, the increase in O2 consumption triggered by the specific β3-adrenergic receptor agonist CL326,243 (CL) was largely blunted in Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1J), further supporting deficient BAT thermogenesis. When a similar experiment was performed in mouse that were not housed at regular housing temperature (~22°C), but acclimated for a month at thermoneutrality (~30°C) in order to blunt BAT activity, there was no difference in O2 consumption either in the basal state or after CL injection between control and Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1K). The differential increase in CL-stimulated O2 consumption at 22°C and thermoneutrality testifies for adaptive non-shivering thermogenesis capacity by the BAT (Cannon & Neder- gaard, 2011), and was severely impaired in Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1L). Similar conclusions were reached when respirometry experiments were performed ex vivo in isolated mature brown adipocytes, as the response to CL was impaired by more than 60% in brown adipocytes from Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 1M). All these tests demonstrate beyond doubt that Mfn2-adKO mice display a dramatic impairment in adaptive BAT thermogenic function.

To certify to which extent this phenotype was linked to mito-
chondrial fission, we generated Mfn1-adKO mice. Mfn1 is an essen-
tial protein for mitochondria fusion events. Accordingly, decreased Mfn1 function has been shown to trigger a profound shift in the fusion/fission balance, toward a dramatically fragmented mitochondrial network in most, if not all, cells and tissues tested to date (Chen et al, 2003; Park et al, 2008; Papanicolaou et al, 2012; Dietrich et al, 2013; Kulkarni et al, 2016). Further, While Mfn1 mRNA levels did not compensate for Mfn2 loss, we observed that Mfn1 protein slightly decreased in the BAT and WAT form Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig EV1A). However, Mfn1-adKO mice do not display differences in energy expenditure or in response to cold exposure (Fig EV1B and C). This certifies that the alterations observed in Mfn2-adKO mice are not simply due to enhanced mitochondrial fusion and prompted us to further explore the role of Mfn2 in adipose tissues.

**Mfn2-adKO BAT displays impaired lipolytic and mitochondrial functions**

The interscapular fat depot from Mfn2-adKO mice had a whiter appearance compared to control mice, suggesting higher fat accum-
tulation in the BAT of these mice (Fig 2A). H&E stainings revealed an increase of the lipid droplets (LD) size in BAT from Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 2B). This led us to explore whether this abnormal lipid

**Identification and localization in humans** (for review, see Peirce et al, 2014). Both white adipose tissue (WAT) and BAT are charac-
terized by a high lipid storage capacity in intracellular lipid droplets (LDs), but they differ in their physiological functions. While WAT is the primary site for lipid storage, BAT is specialized for non-shivering thermogenic functions by increasing energy expenditure through uncoupled respiration (Nedergaard et al, 2007). Activation of the BAT has been shown to enhance energy expenditure and glucose tolerance in mice and humans (Peirce et al, 2014). Upon cold exposure, β3-adrenergic signaling ignites the lipolysis process in the BAT, where triglycerides from the LDs are hydrolyzed into glycerol and fatty acids (FAs). These FAs then enter the mitochondria for lipid oxidation aimed to feed the electron transport chain and heat production. Decades ago, several studies already docu-
mented the close apposition of LDs with mitochondria in the BAT, adipocytes, and other tissues (Cushman, 1970; Blanchette-Mackie & Scow, 1983). This close connectivity would ensure the efficient transfer of FAs for beta-oxidation without moving long distance in the cytosol. Interestingly, the juxtaposition of both organelles is regulated, and enhanced upon increased energy demand, such as exercise in skeletal muscle (Tarnopolsky et al, 2007) and cold exposure in the BAT (Yu et al, 2015). However, the molecular mechanisms controlling the interaction between these two organelles remain largely unknown.

In the present study, we aimed to understand the role of Mfn2 in BAT function. For this, we generated adipose-specific Mfn2 knockout (Mfn2-adKO) mice. We provide evidence that Mfn2 deletion in BAT dampens thermogenic function by blunting lipolysis and respiratory capacity. This leads to an increased fat accumulation in the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice, even on a low-fat diet (LFD). We further uncover that Mfn2 directly interacts with perilipin 1, facilitating this way mitochondria–LDs contacts and the coupling of triglyceride hydrolysis with FA oxidation (FAO) after adrenergic stimulation.
Figure 1. Energy homeostasis in Mfn2-adKO mice.

A–C Mfn2 gene expression (A) and protein levels (B), as well as Mfn1 gene expression (C), were measured in tissues from 20-week-old male control and Mfn2-adKO mice.

D, E Three-month-old male control and Mfn2-adKO mice were used to analyze body weight (D) and composition (E) through EchoMRI.

F–H Daily activity (F), food intake (G), and energy expenditure (EE) (H) were measured during indirect calorimetry tests using a comprehensive laboratory animal monitoring system (CLAMS).

I Thermogenic capacity was evaluated by placing 16-week-old male control and Mfn2-adKO mice at 6°C for 5 h.

J Non-shivering thermogenesis in mice kept at regular housing temperature (~22°C) was evaluated by measuring baseline and CL (1 mg/kg)-induced O2 consumption in anesthetized mice at 30°C (n = 8 mice per genotype).

K, L Immediately after the experiment in (J), the mice were housed at thermoneutrality (~30°C) for 4 weeks. Then, non-shivering thermogenesis was measured as in (J).

M Baseline and CL (1 μM)-induced O2 consumption rates were evaluated in isolated mature adipocytes using an O2K Oxygraph. Then, the relative effect of CL was calculated for each preparation (n = 11 per genotype).

Data information: All values are presented as mean ± SEM of, unless otherwise stated, n = 10 mice for each genotype. *, **, and *** indicate statistically significant difference between control (white bars and circles) and Mfn2-adKO mouse (black bars and circles) at P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001, respectively (two-tailed Student’s t-test).
Figure 2. Impaired brown adipose tissue function in Mfn2-adKO mice.
A Brown adipose tissue (BAT) pictures from male control and Mfn2-adKO mice.
B Hematoxylin/eosin staining of BAT (scale bar, 100 μm).
C Total mRNA was extracted from BAT and used for qPCR analysis.
D Western blots were performed to evaluate the ACC phosphorylation in BAT.
E Lipolysis was evaluated by measuring glycerol release in isolated BAT from mice after 5-h treatment with vehicle or isoproterenol (1 μM).
F Fatty acid oxidation and respiratory chain-related gene expression in BAT was analyzed by qPCR.
G Respirometry analyses of uncoupled respiration (leak), Complex I respiration (CI), Complex I + Complex II respiration (CI + CII), maximal electron transfer system (ETS) capacity, and maximal Complex II driven respiration (ETS CII) in BAT.
H Respirometry analyses were performed in isolated mitochondria from BAT of male (n = 3 per genotype) and female (n = 3 per genotype) control and Mfn2-adKO mice. On the left, malate (2 mM) and glutamate (10 mM) were used to stimulate Complex I and State 2, State 3 and maximal respiration were evaluated. On the right, succinate (10 mM) and rotenone (0.5 μM) were used to evaluate Complex II State 2, State 3, and maximal respiration.
I Mitochondrial proteins levels in total homogenates from BAT. Quantifications are shown below the images.

Data information: Unless otherwise stated, all values are presented as mean ± SEM of n = 10 mice for each genotype. *, **, and *** indicate statistically significant difference between control (white bars) and Mfn2-adKO mice (black bars) at P < 0.05, P < 0.03, and P < 0.01, respectively (two-tailed Student’s t-test).
was due to alterations in either lipogenic or lipolytic processes. When lipogenic markers were analyzed (Fig 2C), no changes or even some decreases in their mRNA levels were observed, as in the case of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ), a key transcriptional regulator of lipogenesis, or the acetyl-CoA carboxylase 2 (ACC2) enzyme, one of the two enzymes catalyzing the carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA, the main building block for de novo fatty acid synthesis. We additionally evaluated global ACC phosphorylation, a critical negative determinant of ACC activity. As suggested by the mRNA data, ACC protein levels were lower in Mfn2-adKO mice and ACC phosphorylation was increased by 35% (Fig 2D), indicative of a downregulation of its lipogenic activity. As a whole, these results argue that changes in lipogenesis are not at the root of the higher lipid accumulation in the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice. Therefore, we next evaluated the lipolytic capacity of Mfn2 defective BAT. Strikingly, both basal and stimulated lipolysis rates were decreased by almost 80% in Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice (Fig 2E). In further support, FAO-related genes expression was decreased in Mfn2-adKO BAT compared to control mice (Fig 2F).

Defects in FAO are often closely linked to changes in mitochondrial function. Indeed, Mfn2 ablation in other tissues has previously been linked to mitochondrial dysfunction (Sebastian et al., 2012; Schneeberger et al., 2013). Therefore, we next assessed mitochondrial function in BAT from control and Mfn2-adKO mice through high-resolution respirometry analyses. Uncoupled (leak) and coupled respiration through either Complex I (CI) or CI + Complex II (CI + CII) was highly decreased in total BAT homogenates from Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice (Fig 2G). Similarly, maximal electron transport system (ETS) capacity of the respiratory chain was dramatically blunted, either though CI or CII alone (Fig 2G). Similar outcomes were obtained when respirometry assays were performed on isolated mitochondria. State 2, State 3, and maximal respiratory capacity through Complex I, triggered by succinate, were decreased in isolated mitochondria from the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice (Fig 2H). The decrease in uncoupled respiration was not linked to lower UCP1 levels (Fig 2I). Rather, it was consequent to decreased uncoupled respiration through either Complex I (CI) or CI + Complex II (CI + CII) was highly decreased in total BAT homogenates from Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice (Fig 2G).

Mfn2 expression in BAT leads to mitochondrial dysfunction and impaired fat utilization. While these effects are also manifested in WAT, their magnitude is lower than in BAT, probably due to the poor presence of Mfn2 in white adipocytes.

Mfn2 facilitates mitochondria–lipid droplet interaction

Mfn2 has been proposed to influence the interaction between mitochondria and other organelles, such as the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (de Brito & Scorrano, 2008; Cosson et al., 2012; Filiali et al., 2015). In line with this, Mfn2 deficiency has been shown to trigger ER stress at least in liver, brain, and muscle (Sebastian et al., 2012; Schneeberger et al., 2013). Confirming these observations, Mfn2 deficiency also increased ER stress markers and p-IRE phosphorylation in BAT (Fig EV2E and F).

Given the above observation, we hypothesized that Mfn2 in the BAT might also link mitochondria to other membrane organelles. Several groups have proposed that mitochondria and LDs might also closely collaborate, and that the connectivity between LDs and mitochondria would facilitate fatty acid transfer during lipolysis (Pidoux et al., 2011; Rambold et al., 2015). We hence hypothesized that Mfn2 protein could influence mitochondria–LD interactions. To answer this question, we performed electron microscopy (EM) analyses on BAT from control and Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 3A). First, these tests unraveled how mitochondrial shape was altered in Mfn2-adKO genotype. The mitochondria from Mfn2-adKO mice had more rounded appearance, and cristae content was severely diminished (Figs 3A and EV3A for a lower magnification). As expected from the role of Mfn2 as a mitochondrial fusion protein, mitochondrial length was decreased in Mfn2-adKO BAT (Fig 3B). Interestingly, EM images revealed that mitochondria predominantly positioned themselves in contact to the LDs, with approximately 60% of mitochondria being in immediate contact to LD membranes (Fig 3A and C). In Mfn2-adKO BAT, however, while mitochondria positioned in the vicinity of LD, direct contacts between mitochondrial and LD were up to 50% less frequent (Fig 3A and C). In line with the EM ultrastructural analyses, the association of mitochondria and LDs was further corroborated using subcellular fractionation techniques. LD-associated proteins, such as perilipin 1 and perilipin 3 (PLIN1 and PLIN3), could be observed in mitochondrial fractions from the BAT of control animals (Fig 3D). The presence of PLIN1 and PLIN3 in mitochondrial extracts was drastically reduced in mitochondrial fractions from the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 3D), further consolidating the impairment in mitochondria–LDs interaction. These differences were not due to differential contamination from cytosolic, plasma membrane, or intracellular vesicle components, as testified by the borderline detectable GLUT4 and LDH levels in our mitochondrial fractions (Fig 3D).

While mitochondria–LD interactions have been already documented in different studies (Jagerstrom et al., 2009; Pidoux et al., 2011; Rambold et al., 2015), the molecular mechanisms enabling these interactions are poorly understood. Immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that PLIN1, an adipose-specific perilipin protein, co-immunoprecipitated with Mfn2 using antibodies either against the C-terminal (Fig 3E) or N-terminal (Fig EV3B) region of PLIN1. In contrast, Mfn1 did not co-immunoprecipitate with PLIN1 (Fig EV3C). The above results suggest that the interaction between PLIN1-Mfn2 could be important for the LD–outer mitochondrial...
membrane interaction. Further, PLIN3 did not interact with Mfn2 (Fig EV3B), indicating that Mfn2 does not interact with all perilipin proteins. We then tried to understand whether this interaction was modulated by lipolytic stimuli, which are known to trigger mitochondria–LDs interaction (Yu et al., 2015). For this, we moved to differentiated primary brown adipocytes, where we confirmed that
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Mfn2 and PLIN1 co-immunoprecipitated together, irrespective of the protein used for the pull-down (Figs 3F and EV3D). Further, the incubation of brown adipocytes with CL enhanced the interaction between Mfn2 and PLIN1 by ~sevenfold. Finally, given that Mfn2 is a GTPase enzyme, we aimed to evaluate whether Mfn2 GTPase activity is required for the interaction. For this, we introduced wild-type and GTPase dead (K109A; Chen et al., 2003) FLAG-tagged forms of Mfn2 in differentiated brown adipocytes. The results (Fig 3G) illustrate that the introduction of GTPase dead Mfn2 mutants have an impaired ability to bind to PLIN1. Altogether, these results illustrate that Mfn2 and PLIN1 specifically bind each other, that this binding requires Mfn2 GTPase activity, and that it is modulated by adrenergic stimulation.

We previously showed that adrenergic-induced respiration is impaired in brown adipocytes from Mfn2-adKO mice. Whether the interaction between Mfn2 and PLIN1 plays a role in this process, however, is unclear, as Mfn2-adKO adipocytes also display a marked mitochondrial dysfunction characterized by reductions in Complex I and Complex III levels (Fig 2I). To shed light into this, we used wild-type (WT) or Mfn2-deficient (Mfn2KO) mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEFs), which have comparable levels of Complex I and III levels (Fig EV4A). MEFs were loaded with oleic acid in order to generate lipid droplets. Then, MEFs were placed in nutrient-deprived media in order to force the use their stored lipids as energy source. Given the absence of β3-adrenergic receptors in MEFs cells, forskolin (Fsk) was used as a way to enhance cAMP levels, mimicking lipolytic stimuli. In WT MEFs, Fsk treatment did not significantly increase respiration. This changed, however, if PLIN1 was introduced in the cells, as Fsk treatment then translated into an increase in O2 consumption (Fig EV4B). This illustrates that the presence of PLIN1 in the LD membrane is key to mobilize fatty acids for mitochondrial respiration upon Fsk treatment. In contrast, Mfn2KO MEFs were unresponsive to Fsk, irrespective of PLIN1 expression (Fig EV4B), despite the fact that lipid droplets were present in Mfn2KO MEFs and that PLIN1 was properly phosphorylated upon Fsk treatment (Fig EV4C and D). The reinduction of wild-type Mfn2, but not the K109A mutant form, into PLIN1 expressing Mfn2KO MEFs was enough to recover Fsk responsiveness (Fig EV4B). These results illustrate that PLIN1 and Mfn2 are essential to provide cellular responsiveness to lipolytic stimuli, irrespective of mitochondrial respiratory complexes expression.

**Mfn2-adKO mice are protected against high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance**

Given the alterations in lipid metabolism in the BAT and WAT from Mfn2-adKO mice, we next aimed to understand how Mfn2-adKO mice handled dietary lipid overload in the shape of a high-fat diet (HFD). Surprisingly, body weight and composition were similar between genotypes after 8 weeks of HFD (Fig 4A and B). There were, however, important fat distribution changes. There was a marked increase in eWAT weight (Fig 4C), despite no difference was observed in white adipocytes size (Fig EV5A), which suggests a higher eWAT expandability. Also, the fatty appearance of the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice was even more prominent after HFD (Fig 4D). In line, defective response to thermogenic stimuli (Figs 4E and EV5B) and mitochondrial dysfunction in the BAT and eWAT were further aggravated by HFD in the Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig EV5C and D).

On LFD, glucose tolerance was similar between control and Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig EV5E). However, given the widely reported positive effects of BAT thermogenic function in the protection against glucose intolerance, we predicted that the defective thermogenesis in Mfn2-adKO mice would make them more susceptible to HFD-induced perturbations in glucose homeostasis. Surprisingly, this was not the case. On HFD, Mfn2-adKO displayed a better glucose tolerance and remained more insulin sensitive, as shown by glucose and insulin tolerance tests, respectively (Fig 4F and G). To better understand the origin of these effects, we performed hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps. In line with the observations from the insulin tolerance tests, Mfn2-adKO mice required a significantly higher GIR under the hyperinsulinemic clamp conditions (18 mU insulin/kg/min) (Fig 4H). Strikingly, the BAT was a major contributor to the higher insulin-stimulated glucose clearance in Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 4I). Given the mitochondrial dysfunction in the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice, it was not surprising that this higher glucose turnover was linked to increased glycolytic rates (Fig 4J). In order to substantiate the higher glycolytic capacity in the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice, we examined the levels of glycolytic enzymes at the protein and mRNA levels (Figs 4K and EV5F, respectively). Protein levels of different glycolytic enzymes, such as hexokinase I and II (HKI and HKII) as well as phospho-fructokinase I, were increased in the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig 4K). Interestingly, we also observed an increase in HKI and HKII protein levels in mitochondrial fraction of the BAT from Mfn2-adKO mice (Fig EV5G). This is important in order to enhance glycolytic fluxes, as mitochondria-bound HKI and HKII display increased specific activity and decreased feedback inhibition relative to their soluble monomeric counterparts in the cytosol (Robey & Hay, 2006). These changes at the protein level were in line with changes at the mRNA levels of glycolysis-related genes, including the transcription factor HIF-1α, a master regulator of glycolytic gene expression (Fig EV5F). Besides glycolytic enzymes, the levels of the insulin-sensitive glucose transporter GLUT4 were also increased in Mfn2-adKO compared to control BAT (Fig 4K). Further, ex vivo experiments in BAT from HFD-fed control and Mfn2-adKO mice illustrated that insulin-stimulated Akt phosphorylation was markedly increased in Mfn2-deficient BAT (Fig EV5H).

Altogether, these results explain the higher insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in BAT from Mfn2-adKO, where glycolytic capacity is massively increased as an adaptation to the impaired ability to use fat as energy substrate. To further sustain this point, we reasoned that if the glycolytic rewiring in Mfn2-adKO is aimed to feed basal non-shivering thermogenesis, housing Mfn2-adKO mice at thermoneutrality should prevent it. In agreement, when HFD-fed Mfn2-adKO mice were acclimated to thermoneutrality, the levels of HKI and HKII in the BAT were comparable to that of control litters (Fig 5A). Importantly, there were no differences in insulin sensitivity between HFD-fed control and Mfn2-adKO at thermoneutrality (Fig 5B). This testifies that the higher insulin sensitivity of Mfn2-adKO mice kept at regular housing temperatures derives from the enhanced glycolytic capacity in BAT. Further, when acclimated at thermoneutrality, Mfn2-adKO mice displayed an even more exaggerated sensitivity to cold (Fig 5C). In fact, most Mfn2-adKO mice had to be removed from the cold room 4 h after the initiation of the test. These observations indicate that the metabolic rewiring in the
BAT of HFD-fed Mfn2-adKO is an adaptive response to sustain non-shivering thermogenesis when mice are below thermoneutrality.

High-fat diet-induced hepatic steatosis is improved in Mfn2-adKO mice

Mfn2-adKO and control mice displayed important fat distribution changes upon HFD. Particularly, liver weight was decreased in HFD-fed Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice (Fig 4C). This suggested that the enhanced lipid accumulation in eWAT and interscapular depots could protect liver from steatotic events. To evaluate liver function, we initially performed blood biochemistry analyses on LFD- and HFD-fed mice. No differences between genotypes were observed on LFD (Table 1). However, Mfn2-adKO mice displayed marked decreases in cholesterol levels, as well as in two markers of hepatic damage, the alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and the aspartate aminotransferase (AST) (Table 1). Together with the decreased liver weight, the decrease in these blood parameters constituted a second line of evidence, indicating that Mfn2-adKO mice were protected against HFD-induced damage on hepatic function.

In addition to regular blood biochemistry analyses, and given that Mfn2 deficiency is restricted to adipose tissue, we also measured the plasma levels of a panel of 38 adipokines in the plasma of the mice. Among them, the FGF21 was the most highly upregulated, with a fourfold increase in the plasma of Mfn2-adKO mice.
The role of mitochondrial dynamics in regulation of whole-body metabolism has gained much attention during the last decade. Mitochondrial morphology differs sharply between tissues and is believed to participate in the fine-tuning of energy availability to energy demand (Liesa & Shirihai, 2013). Notably, Mfn2 is highly expressed in the BAT, despite being a tissue whose mitochondrial network has a very fragmented appearance. In this work, we demonstrate for the first time that Mfn2 expression plays a major role in BAT metabolism by coupling the mitochondria with the LD network and maintaining mitochondrial oxidative capacity. We have shown that Mfn2-adKO mice display decreased thermogenic capacity due to impaired lipolytic and oxidative capacity. Surprisingly, when these mice are challenged with a HFD, their BAT metabolism rewires in order to compensate for their impaired ability to use fat as energy source. This way, they enhance adipose tissue expandability and their ability to obtain energy from glycolytic paths. This grants Mfn2-adKO mice with protection against HFD-induced insulin resistance and liver steatosis. Altogether, this study illustrates the high flexibility and adaptability of adipose tissues and their dramatic impact in mouse energy metabolism (Fig 7).

Mitochondrial fission has been previously described as a physiological response in brown adipocytes in order to increase energy dissipation (Wikstrom et al, 2014). However, neither Mfn1-adKO nor Mfn2-adKO BAT display higher uncoupling capacity. This suggests that mitochondrial fission per se is not enough to promote uncoupling. While Mfn1 deficiency did not alter thermogenic capacity, Mfn2 defective BAT is characterized by an inability to maintain body temperature upon cold exposure. This could be due, at least in part, to a marked decrease in Complex I and III levels in the mitochondria from the BAT of Mfn2-adKO animals, which dampened respiratory capacity in BAT homogenates. Mitochondrial dysfunction and reduced Complex I respiratory activity in Mfn2 defective tissues has

**Discussion**

The role of mitochondrial dynamics in regulation of whole-body metabolism has gained much attention during the last decade. Mitochondrial morphology differs sharply between tissues and is believed to participate in the fine-tuning of energy availability to energy demand (Liesa & Shirihai, 2013). Notably, Mfn2 is highly expressed in the BAT, despite being a tissue whose mitochondrial network has a very fragmented appearance. In this work, we demonstrate for the first time that Mfn2 expression plays a major role in BAT metabolism by coupling the mitochondria with the LD network and maintaining mitochondrial oxidative capacity. We have shown that Mfn2-adKO mice display decreased thermogenic capacity due to impaired lipolytic and oxidative capacity. Surprisingly, when these mice are challenged with a HFD, their BAT metabolism rewires in order to compensate for their impaired ability to use fat as energy source. This way, they enhance adipose tissue expandability and their ability to obtain energy from glycolytic paths. This grants Mfn2-adKO mice with protection against HFD-induced insulin resistance and liver steatosis. Altogether, this study illustrates the high flexibility and adaptability of adipose tissues and their dramatic impact in mouse energy metabolism (Fig 7).

Mitochondrial fission has been previously described as a physiological response in brown adipocytes in order to increase energy dissipation (Wikstrom et al, 2014). However, neither Mfn1-adKO nor Mfn2-adKO BAT display higher uncoupling capacity. This suggests that mitochondrial fission per se is not enough to promote uncoupling. While Mfn1 deficiency did not alter thermogenic capacity, Mfn2 defective BAT is characterized by an inability to maintain body temperature upon cold exposure. This could be due, at least in part, to a marked decrease in Complex I and III levels in the mitochondria from the BAT of Mfn2-adKO animals, which dampened respiratory capacity in BAT homogenates. Mitochondrial dysfunction and reduced Complex I respiratory activity in Mfn2 defective tissues has
Complex I activity upon Mfn2 deficiency has also been observed in skeletal muscle, brain, and liver tissues (Sebastian et al., 2012; Schneeberger et al., 2013). The specificity of the decrease of Complex I in Mfn2 defective tissues might be linked to a potential direct interaction between Mfn2 and Complex I, as recently described in heart muscle. Fatty Acid Oxidation Inflammation

Table 1. Blood biochemistry analyses for control and Mfn2-adKO mice on low- or high-fat diet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Low-fat diet</th>
<th>Mfn2-adKO</th>
<th>High-fat diet</th>
<th>Mfn2-adKO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Mfn2-adKO</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Mfn2-adKO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cholesterol (mmol/l)</td>
<td>2.88 ± 0.13</td>
<td>3.02 ± 0.25</td>
<td>4.83 ± 0.20</td>
<td>4.13 ± 0.30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL cholesterol (mmol/l)</td>
<td>2.72 ± 0.13</td>
<td>2.81 ± 0.27</td>
<td>4.35 ± 0.11</td>
<td>3.87 ± 0.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL cholesterol (mmol/l)</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.04***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT (U/l)</td>
<td>70.33 ± 20.90</td>
<td>40.50 ± 2.32</td>
<td>213.33 ± 38.40</td>
<td>72.33 ± 7.97***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST (U/l)</td>
<td>151.33 ± 43.14</td>
<td>94.33 ± 17.37</td>
<td>132.33 ± 14.24</td>
<td>83.33 ± 12.63***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (mmol/l)</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.78</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free fat acids (mmol/l)</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control and Mfn2-adKO mice were randomized into either a low-fat diet or a high-fat diet at 8 weeks of age. Four months later, plasma levels of the markers indicated were measured. All values are expressed as mean ± SEM for n = 9 mice per group.

* and *** indicate statistical significant difference vs. respective control group at P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively.

Figure 6. Hepatic steatosis is reduced in Mfn2-adKO mice on high-fat diet (HFD).
A FGF21 plasma levels in HFD-fed male control and Mfn2-adKO mice.
B FGF21 mRNA level in BAT from HFD-fed control and Mfn2-adKO mice.
C H&E and Oil Red O staining of liver from HFD-fed control and Mfn2-adKO mice (scale bar, 100 μm).
D Liver triglycerides (TG) content from HFD-fed control and Mfn2-adKO mice.
E mRNA levels in liver from HFD-fed control and Mfn2-adKO mice.

Data information: All values are shown as mean ± SEM of n = 9 mice per genotype. * and *** indicate statistically significant difference between control (white bars) and Mfn2-adKO mice (black bars) at P < 0.05, P < 0.01, respectively (two-tailed Student’s t-test).
Similarly, the decrease in Complex III might be linked to the ability of Complex I and Complex III to assemble into respiratory supercomplexes (Enriquez, 2016). Given that the decreases in Complex I and III levels were not mirrored by comparable decreases at the mRNA level of their subunits, our work suggests that Mfn2 might help stabilizing Complex I/Complex III supercomplexes. These observations, together with the reduced expression of fatty acid oxidation genes, are in line with the higher fat accumulation within the LD of the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice.

On a second level, mitochondrial dynamics have also been proposed to allow mitochondrial motility across the cell and to modulate the interaction of mitochondria with other cellular organelles. Our work indicates that Mfn2, in fact, might be a key player in the interaction between the mitochondria and LDs. The existence of mitochondria–LD interactions has been previously documented (Pu et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2015). It has been proposed that the close localization of these organelles might facilitate the exchange of FA and couple lipolytic and fatty acid oxidation processes. In line with this, our experiments in MEF cells demonstrate that the effectiveness of lipolytic stimuli to trigger fat oxidation requires the combined expression of PLIN1 and Mfn2. Importantly, Mfn2KO cells do not display reduced Complex I levels. This indicates that, in addition to the reduced expression of respiratory complexes, the lack of Mfn2-PLIN1 interaction is another important molecular layer explaining the defective lipolytic response of Mfn2-deficient adipose tissues.

The LD has specialized proteins to facilitate interactions with the cellular environment, including mitochondria. While initial studies identified SNAP23, a SNARE protein implicated in LD fusion, as a key element for LD-mitochondria interactions (Jagerstrom et al.,

Figure 7. Representation of the effects of Mfn2 deficiency in BAT.

A Schematic representation of Mfn2 deficiency in BAT on mitochondria-lipid droplet (LD) interaction. In the left graph, Mfn2 allows the docking of mitochondria to LDs, ensuring an efficient transfer of fatty acids to the mitochondria for beta-oxidation. On the right, Mfn2-deficient BAT displays defects in mitochondrial oxidative capacity and LD docking, prompting the accumulation of fat within the LD.

B Representation of the metabolic adaptation of the HFD-BAT from Mfn2-adKO mice to compensate for the impaired ability to use fat as energy source. In control mice, fat is used as main energy source through oxidative paths: in the right, the Mfn2-deficient BAT fails to oxidize fat, forcing the adaptation to massively use glycolytic paths for energy production.
2009), a number of recent studies have also demonstrated that perilipins, one of the canonical LD membrane proteins, could act as modulators of LD–mitochondria interactions (Wang et al., 2011; Ramos et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015). Accordingly, and as supported by our results, perilipins were often found in mitochondrial extracts from muscle, heart, and BAT (Wang et al., 2011; Bosma et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2015). Further, experiments using perilipin 5 (PLIN5) demonstrate that perilipin overexpression is enough to alter the docking of mitochondria to the lipid droplet (Wang et al., 2011). In particular, the C-terminal domain of perilipin proteins seems to be key for LD–mitochondria interactions (Wang et al., 2011). Perilipin 1 (PLIN1) is a predominant perilipin in adipose tissues, and its expression is almost exclusive to WAT and BAT (for review, see Bickel et al., 2009). Our analyses unveil PLIN1 as a strongly interacting protein with Mfn2. The interaction between Mfn2 and PLIN1 is enhanced upon adrenergic stimulation, in line with observations indicating that mitochondria are targeted to the lipid droplet in the BAT upon cold exposure (Yu et al., 2015). The ability of PLIN1 to become phosphorylated by PKA, including three residues in the C-terminal domain (Bickel et al., 2009), suggests that perilipin phosphorylation might modulate the interaction with Mfn2. The fact that Mfn1 does not interact with PLIN1 and that mutation of the GTPase activity of Mfn2 abolishes this binding further testifies for the specificity and relevance of the Mfn2-PLIN1 interaction. It has been previously proposed that OPA1 could assemble a supramolecular complex containing PKA and perilipin and would be responsible for LD–mitochondria interactions (Pidoux et al., 2011). OPA1, however, generally localizes to the inner mitochondrial membrane, which might force the need for molecular adaptors in order to interact with proteins residing outside of the outer mitochondrial membrane. Interestingly, Mfn2 has been shown to interact with OPA1 (Guillery et al., 2008), which could reconcile the above observations.

Given the wide range of data illustrating how improved BAT thermogenic capacity might benefit glucose homeostasis, we hypothesized that Mfn2 deletion in BAT would sensitize against the metabolic damage promoted by lipid overload. Surprisingly, whereas lipid catabolism and thermogenesis were still impaired in HFD-fed Mfn2-adKO mice, glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity were increased. This was due, in great part, to a metabolic rewiring in BAT aimed to maximize glycolytic capacity. Such rewiring upon Mfn2 depletion has been previously described in skeletal muscle cells, where Mfn2 deletion-related reductions in oxidative capacity were compensated by a higher rate of glucose uptake and glycolysis (Pich et al., 2005). This dramatic metabolic shift was most robustly manifested under HFD, suggesting that it is consequent to their need to sustain basal thermogenic needs despite their inability to use lipids, the main dietary energy source when fed a HFD. This is further supported by our experiments at thermoneutrality, where the glycolytic shift in BAT from HFD-fed Mfn2-adKO mice was fully prevented. The higher glucose uptake capacity, however, is not sufficient to sustain non-shivering thermogenesis when mice are exposed to cold. Nonetheless, in the absence of the glycolytic shift, such as when mice are housed at thermoneutrality, Mfn2-adKO mice become dramatically sensitive to cold exposure. Our results support the view that reduced BAT thermogenic function and oxidative capacity in adipose tissues can also be beneficial for overall insulin sensitivity in certain scenarios, such as those allowing for improved adipose tissue expandability. Our results are in line with recent evidence from mouse models for adipose-specific impairments in fatty acid catabolism, either through the deletion of the adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) (Schoiswohl et al., 2015), the TCA cycle enzyme fumarate hydratase (Yang et al., 2016), or the epigenetic regulator lysine-specific demethylase 1 (Lsd1) (Dutel et al., 2016), all of which displayed impaired thermogenesis yet prevention against diet-induced insulin resistance. Nevertheless, there is a remarkable variability on how the genetic ablation of mitochondrial proteins specifically in adipose tissues influences diet-induced metabolic damage (Vernochet et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015), likely reflecting the different impacts of these genes on the multiple functions of adipose tissue mitochondria beyond thermogenesis. Of note, the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice is more insulin sensitive despite harboring significantly higher levels of ER stress (Fig EV5F), which is generally conceived as detrimental for insulin action (Ozcan et al., 2004).

Blood biochemistry and liver analyses also demonstrated that hepatic function is improved in Mfn2-adKO mice under HFD. These mice were protected against hypercholesterolemia and hepatic steatosis. This could be due to, at least, two major contributors. First, liver weight is reduced in HFD-fed Mfn2-adKO animals, associated with an increase of eWAT size. This increased lipid-buffering capacity in eWAT and interscapular fat and their blunted lipolytic capacity might protect liver from steatosis. Together, our observations agree with the concept that increased fat tissue expandability might be protective against diet-induced metabolic damage (Tan & Vidal-Puig, 2008). A second key factor influencing the protection against hepatic steatosis in Mfn2-adKO mice is their differential adipokine expression. Circulating FGF21 and adiponectin levels were markedly increased in the blood from Mfn2-adKO mice compared to control mice, linked to a 30-fold higher FGF21 expression in BAT from Mfn2-adKO mice. Circulating FGF21 is positively correlated with liver insulin sensitivity, and FGF21 administration prevents hepatic steatosis under HFD condition (Xu et al., 2009). This great upregulation of FGF21 in BAT might be consequent to mitochondrial dysfunction, as recently proposed (Kim et al., 2013). Interestingly, mitochondrial dysfunction-induced FGF21 expression is triggered via Atf4 (Kim et al., 2013), a master regulator of the integrated stress response, and Atf4 is highly upregulated in the BAT of Mfn2-adKO mice (Figs EV2F and EV5F).

One key aspect for discussion is the role of WAT in the overall phenotype of the Mfn2-adKO mice. Interestingly, a parallel work (K. Mahdaviani, M. Liesa, O.S. Shirihai, personal communication) has generated mice where the Mfn2 gene has been deleted exclusively on BAT tissue (BAT-Mfn2 KO mice). BAT-Mfn2 KO mice recapitate many of the phenotypes observed in our Mfn2-adKO mice, including impaired thermogenesis and protection against diet-induced insulin resistance (K. Mahdaviani, M. Liesa, O.S. Shirihai, personal communication). This suggests that a great burden of the Mfn2-adKO phenotypes stem from the BAT. Nonetheless, these two mouse models also show some differences. For example, eWAT expansion under HFD was only seen in the Mfn2-adKO model. Similarly, despite comparable Complex I and Complex III deficiencies in BAT at the protein level, mitochondrial dysfunction was only overtly manifested in our mouse model. Interestingly, Mfn2-adKO mice display higher circulating levels of adiponectin, which has been shown to negatively impact thermogenic capacity and mitochondrial function in BAT (Qiao et al., 2014). This suggests that WAT has an important non-negligible role in...
the metabolic phenotypes of Mfn2-adKO mice, not only through increasing adipose tissue expandability, but also by exacerbating the negative effects of the Mfn2 ablation in BAT at the levels of lipolytic and respiratory capacity.

Altogether, our Mfn2-adKO mice model is the first in vivo model demonstrating the importance of Mfn2 in adipose tissue and the direct role of this protein in mitochondria–LD interactions. This, in turn, consolidates the role of mitochondrial dynamics in relating mitochondria to other cellular organelles. Finally, this study also illustrates the adaptive nature of the BAT metabolism in response to nutrient challenges and how it can impact on whole-body energy homeostasis.

Materials and Methods

Animal care

Mfn1-adKO and Mfn2-adKO mice were generated by crossing Mfn1loxP/loxP or Mfn2loxP/loxP mice (Chen et al., 2007) backcrossed to a C57BL/6 background, with mice expressing the CRE recombinase under the adiponectin promoter (adipoQ-Cre mice). In the article, Mfn2loxP/loxP and Mfn2loxP/loxP, adipoQcre/− mice will be respectively called control and Mfn2-adKO. Mfn1loxP/loxP or Mfn2loxP/loxP were bred, respectively, with Mfn1loxP/loxP, adipoQcre/− and Mfn2loxP/loxP, adipoQcre/−. Mice genotyping was performed on earpiece to distinguish CRE/− from −/− mice. DNA was extracted following the procedure of the DNA express extract kit from KapaBiosystems (#KK7151). Then, genomic DNA were amplified for CRE gene (forward primer 5′-CTGAAAATTGCTCTGCTGTTTGC-3′ and reverse primer 5′-AACTCCATCGCTGACACTTGTAGTTAC-3′) and an internal PCR control gene (forward primer 5′-TTTTCTGTTGCTCTCAGAG-3′ and reverse primer 5′-CAACAACAAAAAACCTGCACC-3′) by PCR and load on an agarose gel to observe the CRE transgene expression. Mice were kept in a standard temperature- and humidity-controlled environment with a 12-h:12-h light–dark cycle. Mice had nesting material and ad libitum access to water and commercial LFD or HFD (D12450J and D12492, respectively, from Research Diets Inc.). Unless otherwise stated, male and female mice were used for the experiments. All animal experiments were carried according to national Swiss and EU ethical guidelines and approved by the local animal experimentation committee under licence 2570.

Animal phenotyping

All clinical tests were carried out according to standard operational procedures established within the Eumorphia program (http://empress.har.mrc.ac.uk/). Animals were systematically randomized for the tests, ensuring similar numbers per genotype in the cohorts, and the experimenters were blinded to the genotype until the data were processed. Mice that showed any sign of severity, predefined by the Veterinary Office of the Canton of Vaud, Switzerland (authorization no. 2570), were euthanized. These animals, together with those who died spontaneously during the experiments, were excluded from the data analyses. Body composition was determined by Echo-MRI (Echo Medical Systems, Houston, TX, USA). Oxygen consumption (VO2 and VCO2), food intake, and activity were monitored by indirect calorimetry using the comprehensive laboratory animal monitoring system (CLAMS; Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH, USA). EE was estimated using VO2 and VCO2 values from indirect calorimetry, using the following equation EE (in kJ/h) = (15.818 × VO2) + (5.176 × VCO2) (Virtue & Vidal-Puig, 2013). Food intake and activity were also monitored using the CLAMS during a 24-h period. Glucose and insulin tolerance was analyzed by measuring blood glucose following intraperitoneal injection of 2 g/kg glucose or 0.3 U insulin/kg (human insulin actrapid, Lilly), respectively, after a 12-h and 6-h fast. For HFD-fed mice, the insulin dose was increased to 0.75 U/kg. The cold test experiment was performed by placing mice at kept at 6°C during 5 h and measuring rectal body temperature every hour. Unless otherwise specified, animals were sacrificed at 8 a.m. after a 12-h fast, in order to stabilize systemic parameters and to allow the measurement of blood biochemistry in the fasting state. Blood samples were collected in EDTA-coated tubes, and plasma was isolated after centrifugation. Plasma parameters were measured using Dimension® Xpand Plus (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics AG, Dudingingen, Switzerland). FG21 and adiponectin plasma levels were measured using the Mouse adipokine array kit (ARY013, R&D systems). Tissues were collected upon sacrifice and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

In vivo measurement of brown adipose tissue activity

In order to evaluate non-shivering thermogenesis (BAT function), we measured is whole-body O2 consumption in response to a specific β3-adrenergic agonist, CL, in anesthetized mice as previously described (Cannon & Nedergaard, 2011). Briefly, mice, housed either at 22°C or 30°C for at least 1 month, were anesthetized using pentobarbital (60 mg/kg) and placed on a calorimetric chamber at 30°C. After 30 min, CL was subcutaneously injected (1 mg/kg) and mice were placed back in the chamber to follow up O2 consumption measurements.

Hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic clamp

Hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic clamps were performed at Physiogenex (Physiogenex SAS, France) according to standardized procedures, following the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory animals and French laws. Mice (n = 8 per genotype) underwent a surgery procedure to insert a catheter in the femoral vein. Clamp was performed 5 days post-surgery on 6-h fasted mice. Following a first blood collection, insulin was at 18 mU/kg/min for 110 min. Glucose infusion rate was adjusted according to blood glucose levels until the euglycemic steady state was reached. Moreover, 1 h before the end of the clamp, a bolus of 14C-2Deoxy-Glucose was performed. At the end of the 210-min perfusion, mice were euthanized, several tissues were collected, and 14C-radioactivity was measured to determine glucose utilization in BAT, eWAT, liver, and vastus lateralis skeletal muscle.

High-resolution respirometry studies

Respirometry studies in homogenates from freshly extracted BAT and from pieces of eWAT were performed using high-resolution respirometry (Oroboros Instruments, Innsbruck, Austria), as described previously (Boutant et al., 2015). For MEF cells, MEFs were trypsinized and 2 million cells were placed on the
respirometry chamber filled with air-equilibrated non-supplemented minimum essential media. After ensuring a basal stable O2 consumption rate for at least 10 min, Fsk (1 μM) was injected into the chamber. Then, O2 consumption was measured for 15 min, ensuring at least 10 min of stable O2 consumption. Finally, antimycin A (Ama, 2.5 μM) was added to inhibit mitochondrial respiration, and the respiration values obtained were subtracted from the previous values. For experiments using mature brown adipocytes, BAT was collected from 30- to 35-week-old control or Mfn2-adKO mice and brown adipocytes were isolated as previously described (Aune et al, 2013). Then, the adipocytes, in the top of the supernatant, were place in the respiratory chamber of the O2k oxygraph, filled with air-saturated mitochondrial respiration buffer (Kulkarni et al, 2016). After measuring respiration for 20 min, ensuring at least 10 min of stable O2 consumption rates, CL was injected into the chamber (1 μM) and O2 consumption rates were measured for another 20 min. Finally, first rotenone (1 μM) and then Ama were injected to the chamber in order to block Complex I and Complex III, respectively. The values obtained with Ama were subtracted, and the relative increases in O2 consumption triggered by CL were measured respective to basal respiration for each adipocyte preparation. Respirometry analyses in isolated mitochondria were performed as recently described (Kulkarni et al, 2016).

Histology

H&E and Oil Red O stainings were performed using the fully automated Ventana Discovery XT (Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreuz, Switzerland). All steps were performed as described in (Bai et al, 2011).

Lipolysis

Lipolysis was determined on freshly extracted tissues using the ZenBio assay kit (LIP-3-NC), incubating the tissues in assay buffer supplemented with a vehicle or with isoproterenol (1 μM; 5 h) at 37°C under agitation, and then, glycerol release was measured.

Triglycerides content

Triglycerides were measured in adipose and liver tissues according to the protocol of Bioassay System Assay Kit (ETGA-200).

Cell culture

MEFs (Kulkarni et al, 2016) and immortalized mouse brown pre-adipocytes (Boutant et al, 2015) were grown and differentiated as previously described in mycoplasma-free conditions. Adipocytes were considered fully differentiated at day 6 after the onset of the differentiation protocol, when they exhibited multilocular lipid droplets in their cytoplasm. For experiments, CL316,243 (C5976, SIGMA) was used at 1 μM concentrations unless otherwise specified.

Protein extraction and Western blotting

Protein extracts were isolated and quantified as previously described (Boutant et al, 2015), except for cellular fractionations studies (Frezza et al, 2007). For Western blotting, proteins were separated by SDS–PAGE and transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. The following antibodies were used: antibodies against mouse Mfn1 (covering the amino acid span from 720 to 741) and Mfn2 (739–757) were generated by YenZym Antibodies LLC (San Francisco, USA) and validated internally using specific Mfn1 or Mfn2 overexpression and gene ablation models (see Figs 1B and EV4B and also Kulkarni et al, 2016); GAPDH (#2118), HK I (#2024), HK II (#2867), P–HSL (#4139S), HSL (#4107S), ACC (#3676S), and PLIN1 (#9349) were purchased from Cell signaling; P–ACC was obtained from Millipore (#07–303); Antibodies against Complex I (NDUFA9, ab14713), Complex II (SDHA, ab14715), Complex III (UQRC1, ab110252), Complex V (ATP5A, ab14748), GLUT4 (ab654), PFK1 (ab154804), IRE (ab37073), and P–IRE (ab104157) were from Abcam, while α-tubulin (T9026) was purchased from Sigma. For protein immunoprecipitation (IP) experiments, antibodies were pre-incubated with magnetic beads (Invitrogen 10002D) and 300 μg of proteins extracts was precleared with clean beads during 1 h at 4°C under agitation. Finally, the antibody-coupled beads were washed and mixed with precleared extracts overnight at 4°C under constant agitation. Finally, the beads were washed and the immunoprecipitated material was extracted by adding Laemmli sample buffer (1×) and incubating for 5 min at 95°C. Densitometry quantifications were done using ImageJ software. All original full-size images are available upon request.

mRNA analyses

Total mRNA extraction and cDNA conversion were performed as previously described (Boutant et al, 2015). Gene expression levels were analyzed using SYBR Green real-time PCR (Roche). All primers used are listed in Appendix Table S1. Relative gene expression between genotypes was assessed through the ΔΔCt method, using β2-microglobulin and cyclophilin as housekeeping genes.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed with Prism software (GraphPad). The sample size was estimated on the basis of the known variability of the assays. For mouse studies, we were guided by the results obtained according to the standard operational procedures, established and validated within the Eumorphia program. Differences between two groups were analyzed using Student’s t-test (two-tailed), and multiple comparisons were analyzed by ANOVA with a Bonferroni post hoc test. Group variances were similar in all cases. Data are expressed as means ± SEM.

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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